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I. INTRODUCTION 
The element thorium is of world-wide interest in the field 
of atomic energy* Its nucleus (Th**®) can react with a neutron 
to produce Th®®® which is transformed into U®®® by subsequent 
radioactive disintegrations. U®®® is fissionable and thus can 
be used as an atomic fuel. The metallurgy of thorium has shown 
a corrasponding development« and many of the physical and 
chemical properties of this metal are known. While the elastic 
constants have been reported for the polycrystalline material, 
no information on the single crystal elastic moduli has been 
published. 
Metals that are coa^osed of fine, randomly oriented grains 
are assumed to behave isotropically and to obey Hooke*s law of 
linear proportionally between stress and strain. Under these 
conditions only two constants are required to describe elastic 
behavior, fhe constants generally reported are Young's 
modulus, B, shear modulus, 0 and Poisson*s ratio, (T . It can 
be shown that a relationship exists between these constants, 
such that only two of the three xwed to be specified. 1!lie 
grains in a polycrystalline metal are single cx^stals which 
generally are not isotropic. Depending on the crystal class, 
as many as 21 constants may be necessary to describe crystalline 
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elastic behavior. For a cubic metal such as thorium* only 
three constants are required. 
Knowledge of these single crystal elastic constants is 
useful in predicting elastic behavior of the polycrystalline 
metal when the assumption of isotropy is no longer valid. ISiis 
isotropy can be destroyed by any operation whioh introduces a 
preferred orientation in the grain structure of the metal. 
Ttie elastic properties have a relationship to tiw energy 
distribution in the crystalline lattice. A knowledge of the 
magnitude and also the temperature dependence of the elastic 
constants is therefore useful in theoretical energy calcula­
tions . 
!Xhi8 investigation is an attempt to determine the room 
teB^rature values of the single crystal elastic moduli of 
thorium and to obtain some information on their temperature 
^pendence. 
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II. REVIEW OF THE LITBRATUBE 
At the start of this Investigation the literature was 
searclMsd tor (1) information concerning previous elastic measure­
ments on thorium# (2) an explanation of the theory and practice 
of crystal growth, (3) detailed discussions on ultrasonic 
methods for determining elastic constants and (4) an exposition 
of elastic theory as it pertained to elastic constant n^asure-
ment. A oompz«henslve survey of existing Information on the 
metalluz^ of thorium had been carried out by the Metallurgy 
Staff of this laboratory* It was presented at the International 
Conference on Tkm Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (1) li«ld in 
Geneva In 1956> Table 1 presents a tabulation of pertinent 
{diyslcal properties as reported in this refez«nce. Ho data on 
single czystal elastic constants were reported in the compila­
tion of this information. An additional search of the more 
recent literature revealed nothing on this subject. 
!l!he second part of the search concerned crystal growth 
techniques. An analysis of the various techniques was given by 
Chalmers (2) in 1953 ^ lle the production of single crystals of 
nickel from the melt was described by Oow and Chalmers (3) in 
1931 and Pearson (4) in 1953* general technique consisted 
of cooling the molten metal such that solidification occuzred 
initially at only one point, favoring the development of one 
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!)?able X. FhysioaX p3?op«rtles of thorium 
CrystaX system 
f.G.C. up to X400 C 
B.C.O. X400 C to M.P. 
ao(2^) • 5.086 A 0.0005 
ao{X4500) » 4.XX t O.OX k 
Density 
TheoreticaX (Xattice 
parameter) 
Arc meXted crystaX bar 
XX.72 g/cm* 
XX.TO g/cm® 
IXastic constants (typlcaX 
vaXues) 
Young's moduXus 
Shear moduXus 
Poisson's ratio 
CompressIbiXity 
X0.5 X XO* psl 
4.0 X XO* psl 
0.27 
X6.4 X XO**^' cm® • dyne"^ 
MsXting point X750 C 
Heat of fusion 4.6 kcaX/moX 
soXid erystaX nuoXeus. Further removaX of heat was oarrled out 
through the liquid-soXid interfacej causing the singXe initiaX 
nucXeus to grow into one Xarge singXe crystaX. The use of 
cruolbXes with sharpXy pointed conicaX bottoms was found to 
produce the necessary soXidification pattern, the preparation 
of smaXX singXe crystaXs of titanium by soXid state methods 
was described by Churchman (5) in X933 and by Anderson (6) in 
X953. ^ method used by Andersim was to heat poXycrystaXXine 
sampXes above the transformation from the aXpha to beta phase. 
This treatment was foXXowed by a Xong anneaX at tei^ratures 
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4uat below the transformation. Crystals obtained, by this method 
inere less than one centimeter in diameter. Sato (7) in 193^ 
reported the growth of iron crystals in sices up to 1.5 inches 
in diameter, using a strain anneal it»thod. 
The problem of crucible materials to contain molten 
thorium was studied by Dullian aM Fitssiimnons (8) in 195^* 
The results of this investigation indicated that the pure 
oxides ZrOs and BeO will contain the molten metal at 1800 
degzHses C., but that a reaction layer is formed at the metal-
oxide interface. 
fhe third part of this survey concerned the experimental 
techni(|\]es available for determining elastic constants. It was 
shown by Iiove (9» p. 293) that the elastic constants can be 
calculated from a knowledge of sotuid velocities as functions 
of lattice direction. A general review of sonic methods was 
given by Hason (10, p. 390) in 1950. Similar reviews were given 
by Hearman (11) in 19^6, by Rust (12) in 195^ and by Hueter and 
Bolt (13) in 1953* 'Skm pulse-echo method that was first 
described by Firestone (14) in 19^6 has been used by Himtington 
(15), Gait (16), Lazarus (17)» Neighbours, et al. (18) and 
Overton and Gaffney (19)* The popularity of this method is an 
indication of its excellent precision and convenience. However, 
there is an inherent error in the technique that imist be deter­
mined and corrected before tlw maximum precision of the method 
can be realised. Zn this method a pulse of high frequency 
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sound waves is applied to the sasqple via a quartz transducer. 
She pulse is reflected at the opposite face of the sample and 
the resulting echo activates the transducer, A voltage pulse 
is generated by the transducer and recorded electronically. 
The tiBie elapsed betiieen the intial pulse and the echo is 
considered to be the transit time of the pulse through twice 
the thickness of the sample. From the transit time and sample 
thickness a velocity can be calculated, m practice the quartz 
is attached to the sanqple with a couplant. The pulses must 
travel through this couplant« a process iraquiring a finite 
although indefinite time. This time must sonwhow be measured 
and subtracted froai the observed transit times before a true 
velocity can be calculated. ^Qiis correction was calculated in 
the references cited by itmasurement of the transit times for 
samples that were identical except for length. A plot of 
x*eciprooal thickness versus transit times was used to determine 
the necessary correction. Another and perhaps more satisfying 
method of deducing this correction would be to compare the re­
sults of the pulse-echo measurement with an independent 
measurement which does not have this inherent error. 
Tlie other general ultrasonic techniquye is one in which the 
sasqple is excited to resonance by a transducer. A resonance 
technique had been described by HcSkimin (20). A particularly 
sj^ple Biethod was used to measure the elastic ccmstants of 
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diamond by Bhagavantam and Bhimaaenachar (21) in 3.9^^* A series 
of meiusurements on ]»»tals and ceramics were reported periodi­
cally by the same authors and by others tr<M the same laboratory 
(22, 23 and 24). The technique requiz^d a minimum of apparatus 
but seen^d to be capable of producing precise results* The 
required sanq;>le sise can be as small as 1.5 centiliters in 
dian^ter by 0*1 oentin»ter in thickness* or lazier. The speci­
men was suspended on the surface of a liquid bath« with a 
transducer making contact with its upper face, k continuous 
sine wave of varying frequency was applied to this transducer, 
forcing it to vibrate at the impressed frequency. Sample 
resonances produced an increase in the intensity of the sound 
beam transmitted from the transducer through the saiiEtple into 
the liquid. This intensity increase was detected by observing 
the change in an optical diffraction effect in the liquid as 
first reported by JE^bye and Sears (23) in 1932. Resonances 
were assumed to occur when twice ttus thickness of the sample 
was eqtial to an integral number of wave lengths. Measurements 
of tdie frequency at resonance, the harmonic number of the 
resonance and sa^^le thickness permit the calculation of th& 
velocity of sound in the sample. The resonance technique is 
concezitied with resonances entirely within the sample, and no 
transit time correction is necessary as for the pulse-echo 
method. A combination of the tm techniques would permit 
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meaaurement of transit times by the convenient pulse •-echo 
technique and application of the necessazy correction to these 
tjUnes by comparison with an Independent velocity measurenM[»nt. 
fhe fourth part of this review concerned elastic theory. 
Books by Xiove (9}« Cady (26}« Mason (10) and Klttel (27) were 
consulted for the general theory. Articles by Arenbex^ (28)« 
neighbours and Smith (29) and Neighbours et al« (18) were con­
sulted for the specific application of elastic theory to skew 
direction nusasurements • A susmary of the theory as It pertains 
to the measurements taken In this Investigation Is given In 
the following section. 
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III. AfPLICATION OF ELASTIC fHEOIOf TO 
UXaiASONIC IffiASimBMBNTS 
Hooice's Qeneralised Law of the proportionality of stress 
and strain Is expressed In tiVB following statements each of 
the six compcments of stress at any point In a body Is a linear 
function of the six components of strain at that point. Let 
Zjg' ^z' ^ represent the six cosqponents of 
stress, i^ere the capital letter li^lcates the direction of the 
force and the subscript the direction nozmal to the surface on 
which the force acts. Also let e^, eyy, e^s# ®zx 
e^q^ Indicate coi^ponents of strain such that If a point whose 
coordinates are x, y, z, Is altered by strain to x 4> u, 
y 4- V, z 4- w, the following relations are trues 
m —, eyy « — 
IJS- + —AJL. . e„ - -4-2- * , 
^y ^ ^ z ^ X 
« » ^ V . ^ u 
Xhen Hooke*s law can be expz^ssed ast 
Xx «• Ciiejjjc -»• c^geyy + Cijiejjg; c^^ey^ + Oim^zx ®ie®xy 
^y "• ®«i®xx * ®»«®yy * ®jmi®zz ®a4®yz + ®e«®zx ®a«®xy 
^25 "• ®»i®xx * ®»«®yy ®s»®zz * ®a4®yz •*" ®»»®zx ®««®xy 
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" ®41®xX + °*«®yy + ®*»®Z2 + ®»S«zx ®*«®xy 
^X * ®»a.®xx + ®»«®yy + ®»»®a« + ®»*®yz + ®««®ax + ®««®xy 
" ®«1®XX •¥ ®««®yy + ®«»®8Z + ®®*®yz ®««®zx •I- ®««®xy * 
tezms are called the elastic constants, or alternatively, 
the elastic stiffness coefficients. It can be shown that 
Cij «• cji since the strain resultir^ from a positive or nega­
tive stress has the same magnitude. !Ehis relationship reduces 
the niMber of independent constants from 36 to 21. No 
restrictions have been thus far ijoi^sed as to the properties of 
t}% solid oth«r than Hookers law. 
For each symmetry element possessed by a solid, another 
relationship between tiMt coefficients exists, further reducix^ 
the number of necessax^y constants. 3he reference axes (X,Y,Z) 
are picked to coincide with the syrametzy axes of the solid in 
order to express the spametry relationships in simple tezms. 
Iln the cubic system ttHi following matrix is obtained for the 
elastic coefficientss 
Cxa 0 0 0 
Cll ®xa 0 0 0 
Oxa Oil 0 0 0 
0 0 0 C44 0 0 
0 0 0 0 C44 0 
0 0 0 0 0 c. 
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For an Isotropic material a further relationship existss 
Oil - Cia 
®44 "• • 
2 
Thus only two independent constants are required to describe the 
elastic behavior of an isotropic solid. 
propagation of a plane wave through an elastic body 
can be expressed by the equations 
p V ® «• Q 
where p •» density of the solid« 
V • velocity of wave propagation and 
Q « a stiffness coefficient. 
The stiffness coefficient» is a function of the mode of 
propagation« the direction of p^^3pagation and the elastic 
constants of the solid body in which th« wave is propagated. 
The two general types of plane waves that can be propagated 
in a solid are described as longitudinal and shear. Ih a 
longitudinal wave a point on the wavefront is displaced in tito 
direction of propagation. In a shear wave a point on the wave-
front is displaced perpendicularly to the propagation diz^ction. 
This displacenwnt can be in any direction in the plane 
C^rpendicular to the direction of propagation. This direction 
is referred to as the shear polarization. Both the direction 
of propagation and the polarization must be si»cified in order 
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to fully describe a shear wave* A shear wave passing through 
the lattice is resolved into components traveling at velocities 
correspcmding to two lattice shear modes. 33iese modes are 
properties of the lattice symmetry only« and occur at right 
angles to each other, the velocities for these two modes are 
not equal except for specific lattice directions of high 
symmetry. 
In the cubic system, wave propagation in the 100 , 
110 and 111 directions depend on stiffness coefficients 
v^ich are simple functions of the elastic constants! 
%ongitudjU(ial, 100 
^shear, 100 
^longitudinal, 110 
^shear, 110 
polarized in 100 
^shear, 110 
polarized in Oil 
longitudinal. 111 
^shear. 111 
In the 100 and 111 directions only one shear velocity 
exists, since the symmetry in these directions causes the two 
expected modes to be identical. 
m di 
*• O44, shear modes degenerate 
^ Cii + Cia + 2C44 
2 
- <5*4 
Oil - Cia m -
2 
Cjix + 2ca.jg + ^ ^44 
" 3 
Cii "• Cxa + C44 
« — , shear modes 
3 degenerate. 
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Propagation ot a plane wave In a general direction In a 
cubic lattice can be expressed In terms of the elastic con­
stants Gil, <^44 direction cosines of a set of 
reference axes with respect to the crystallographlc axes* 
Choosing XS sind Z' for the reference axes and X' as the 
direction of propagation» the equations of motion aret 
Iqs. 1/f 
P' 
u' 
} t« 
J'' V 
) * w' 
C i i *  
Cie' 
- Cia« 
u' 
J  1
0 
) «  u '  
J  x l «  
lit 
^ x«* 
+ Ci,« 
+ Cee' 
+ Cs^» 
^ ' V* 
J x»* 
+ Cis' 
3' v« 
JL cs®' 
J X'« 
i' v 
la 
•¥ CS8* 
1 w' 
^ X.*' 
w 
^ x'« 
w' 
^ x«« 
where c^^^ can be e^qpressed In terms of Cxx, cic and C44 and the 
direction cosines of the reference axes. fhe secular equation 
obtained from the above equations 1st 
® i S  
I . yO V* Cie' 
c«e' -
se'  c-^» 
Cxs' 
Cse* 
'99 » * /v* 
« 0 
^U.8 equation can be solved by the perturbation i^thod (29) to 
give the roots: 
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P^x *" Cii« - C«s» * Cii» • 000* J 
f  20is'  Cx»' C8C» ]  Y 
I (eix* - Cw*)(Cii' - Ca«») \ * * ' j 
. r 1 /OVa« - cee' + V ; — + ; — 
^ 1 . Cm' - Cn' ««•' - c»«' J 
Bqs. II 
20x8* file* Cs0« r gcia' 0x6* c»»' 1 ^ 
[ (c®®» - cix»)(c#e* - Csa') J * * 'J 
^ a . /r ®®»' 1 
P"' lLc„. -e,,. o„. -0... j 
2cxs' Ci«* c#e* 
<«.»' - «ii')(<'5.' - ".e 
Tim terns can be esqpressed as functions of 0ii» Oxst* <^*4 
and the direction cosines of the reference axes X', V* and Z* 
with respect to the crystallographic a»»s« Y aM Z» Tim 
velocities» and can be measuired by ultrasonic 
loethods. The direction cosines can be determined for the 
particular propagation direction, XS by x-^ray techniques. 
1!his propagation direction is perpendicular to the sas^jle 
surface. 
Upon evaluation and substitution of the Cj^^ and direction 
cosines9 tto Equations II, are reduced to three equations in 
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the thsi^e unknoimSf Ci« 044* ^ algebraic solution 
is not practical, but the natixre of the equations is such that 
the process of iteration produces the solution in about five 
steps* 13ie perturbation terras in brackets are small in 
coisparison with the terms, and the equations can be 
written in tl» formt 
A + B + C C44 - • a 
D Cil + E + F C44 • /.V.' - b 
a ©11 + H + I C44 - />v,' - c 
where A, B, , , , ,  X ,  are numerical coefficients, aM the terms 
a, b and c repzvsent the perturbation correction tezros con­
tained in the brackets in Equations II. A trial solution is 
obtained by setting a, b and c equal to sero and solving the 
equations algebraically, fhe values of Cxif and 0^4 
obtained in this solution are used to evaluate the terms 
a, b and c. These terms are subtracted trm tl^ /'v' values 
and the algebraic solution repeated* Ttm process is continued 
until two consecutive trials yield the same answers for Cn, 
®44* 
fhe remaining step is to express the c^^' terms as functions 
of the C|^j. this derivation is based on the fact that these 
constants are fourth order tensors. !nie transformation from 
one reference system to the other is carried out with a 
transformation matrix of the formi 
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X Y Z  
x »  h 
Y» 
"a 
Z '  Is % 
where 1|^, and are direction oosir^s. 
In setting up this matrix» one important precaution must 
he taken* ^Sie pertiirbation solution is based on the assuBi|}tion 
that the magnitudes of the correction terms in the brackets 
in Equations XI are much less than unity. When this condition 
is satisfied the corrections are in the form of a riypldly 
convex^ing power series. In this case only the first two terms 
of the series are necessary for a close approximation of the 
exact equations of motion« I. ^^s is as far as tli@ perturba­
tion corrections have been evaluated in Equations IX* fhe 
perturbation correction terms will be small when tl;» shear 
vibration modes of the crystal are close to the directions of 
v> and u* in the equations of motion, I. These equaticms are 
based on a propagation direction of XS resulting in sli^ar 
polarizations of Y' and Z*, 1!he direction X* is defined by 
the direction cosines li> m^ and n,. which are obtained £vom 
tfm x-ray determination of the direction perpendicular to th« 
san^le face. One other pri2»ed axis can be arbitrarily assigned 
any direction in a platw perpendicular to X*. This choice 
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must be ma<te in such a way that the actual crystal vibration 
modes agree with the directions Y* and Z*. 
As an example« if the propagation direction is close to 
the [no] direction, the Y* axis is chosen to lie in the (001) 
plane. The reason for this choice is that the shear mode 
polarizations for the [lio] direction lie parallel to and 
perpendicular to the (001) plane. 13ie transformation matrix 
then becomesI 
X Y Z 
*:» ii 
la © 
V la 
Setting nc equal to zero restricts the Y* axis to a position 
in the (001) plMie. Each term in this matrix can be expressed 
in terms of Ij.« m^^ and n^ through application of the properties 
of diTOction cosines in an orthogonal system, Ihe above 
matrix was used by neighbours and Smith (29) for interpreting 
measurements on skew cut czystals of niGl<»l* 
^is matrix could not be applied to calculations on the 
thorium crystal grown for the present eaqperi^nts since it 
does not satisfy the requirement that the perturbaticm 
correcti(ms be small. 13ie thorium crystal was oriented such 
that the direction of propagation was between the [ill] aM 
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[lOOj directions and close to the (Oil) plane «ftiioh contains 
these two directions. Since the shear modes are degenerate in 
both the [ill] and [lOO] directions, it assumed that the 
cryst£Ll vibration modes would lie in and perpendicular to the 
(oil) plane. Biis assumption was verified by later experi* 
ments. A transformation matrix for this case would have the 
Y* axis In the (oll) plane. Hhis restriction is realized by 
letting mg « n,,. The e;xpression of t^e matrix in terms of 
Ix, mi and n^ requires the following equationsr 
la 
^ 1 -I* 2a' 
- a-
1 + 2a" 
n» « -a 
1 + 2a* 
1, - a(-b + 1) 
nj. • mx b ® 
+ b" "f 1 
« - b 
nx • nil b 
+ b® + 1 
19 
n# 
Hi - mj. b 
Ix 
where a 
"f b* + 1 
b • "XT 
•f a 
a + 
®3L 
h I 
Tim following esipresslons were derived for the primed elastic 
Constanta, using the general transfonaation matrixf 
Cii* " (li* * + 2(lj.®mx® + li*ni® + 
mi*ni®)(cia + 2C44) 
«ie' - * rai* ®«* + "i." «a*)Ccii - Cia) 
(1 213^" 1,* - - 2nj^* '^a*)®44 
Css' • (1/ 1»« + %® 4. n^* na«)(Cii - + 
(1 - 2lj^ * la' - 2mj^ * i%® - atij^ ® "»*)®44 
Cis' - (li® 1« + + n/ na)Cii + 
(li* nij. 1% + mi' Ix * li® tti n« + ni* li J« + 
®i* "i "a + »i* mx %)(«!« + 2C44) 
20 
w (nj. 1 i+ Bii + n* ^ it)^ xx + (^ s. ®i ®a + ®i * 
Ij* Ha + nj.® Ig + mjt® tig, + Uj.® raj m,) 
(®ia + 2C44) 
mi ms + mi ra# Ij. Is la. 1« ni n* *i> ni n« li I9 + 
1% Hj: xig + 1% mj. nia)Cij| + [C^-i 2^ ®a + 
% li 1, + li 1, Hi n, + n, li 1, + 
»i in, nj n, + ni n, mj n.) - (li« 1, + 
"i* m, m, + n, n,)j . 
In the solution of Equations II, nui^rical valuas were 
obtained for all tha direction cosines from the measured values 
of Ixf i^x ti^ioh are the cosines of the direction 
pez^ndicular to the sample face. 1!hen numerical values mre 
obtained for the coefficients of the term in th^ above 
esqpressicms for fhe first trial set of Cj^j^, c^if and c^^^ 
values was substituted in the equations for Cj^j*. 1!he restilt-
ing numerical values i«ere substituted in Bquation II for the 
next calculation. I^e process was repeated until a consistent 
solution ms obtained. 
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IV. FBBPABATXOH AND CHARACfSRIZATZON OF 
smuM (msTkts 
A, Materials 
Hie presence of even small amounts of an insoluble inqpurity 
is detriB»ental to larg« crystal growth in any metals since in 
the case of growth from the melt the isqpurities serve as un­
wanted nuclei for inhomc^eneous nucleation> and in the case of 
solid state grain growth^ serve to prevent the necessa^ 
migration of grain boundaries. In initial experiments thorim 
nusital made in the Ames laboratory was used. metal had been 
x^duced frm the tetrachloride by reduction with magmsium, 
thus formit^ a tlK^rium-magnesium alloy* ^is process has been 
described by Carlson et al. {1« p. 77)* Subseo^ent heating 
\xnder high vacuum volatilized most of th» magnesium, leaving 
the thorium in a massive although porous conditicm, ^is 
material was leached with nitric acid containing a small amount 
of sodium fluosilicate as a catalyst« washed with water and 
dried. The metal was consolidated by arc melting under re­
duced pressures of helium. Most of the residual volatile 
impurities were removed by this operaticm. Absolute pressures 
of about five inches of mercury were used« the melting being 
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done on a water cooled copper plate usii% a tiingsten-tlpped 
electrode. Tim total of impurities in this material was 
approximately 0.1 per cent. 
I&ter a small quantity of crystal bar thorium was obtained 
from the Battelle Hemorial Institute. Ttus process used 
consisted of reacting iodine vapor with thorium mtal in an 
evacuated furnace and simultaneously decomposing the resulting 
volatile tetraiodide on a hot ttiorium wire. !Ehis process pro­
duced round bars of crystalline thorium about one quarter of 
an inch in diameter* ^is material was also arc melted under 
reduced helium pressure. No detectable volatilisaticm was 
observed, however, and this step was used merely as a swans 
of fabricating the stetal into a shape suitable for the crystal 
growth process. 
B. Crystal Growth Furnace 
13ie growth of large metallic crystals requires first of all 
a means of producing a steep, high:i^ stable, controllable 
temperature gradient in the metal saitqple while the saa^le is 
heated to temperatures up to a few di^rees above its stilting 
point. flM production of steep teo^rature gradients in a^tals 
with tli^ ir high tl^ ermial conductivities unavoidably entails the 
consumption of relatively large amounts of power. Heat must 
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be supplied to the hotter part of the s^ai^^le and reatoved at the 
ooXder part at a high rate in order to maintain a ten^rature 
gradient in the re<pired range of a hunKlred degrees 0. per 
inch. Since tl^ melting point of thorium is about 1750 degrees 
0. and the laetal is highly inactive with any of the common 
gases at temperatures as low as 300 di^prees C.» it ifas necessary 
to design and ccmstruct a special crystal growth furnace. It 
is difficult to predict tfm operational characteristics of 
this type of furnace. Therefore» a successful furnace design 
must possess a high degree of flexibility. 
f!he furnace described below meets the requirement that it 
be capable of producing a steep« stable« controllable tenqpera* 
ture gradient by (1) operating from a high capacity stabilized 
power soiirce, (2) lusing a minimum of thermal insulation and 
(3) providing a constant tea^rature i»fat sink by water 
cooling all outer furnace surfaces. 
^e requires^nt that high tenqperatures must be maintaimd 
without atmospheric contamination of the sample is met by 
operating under a vacuum. I^is vacuum is produced by a punning 
system capable of maintaining pressures of 10*^ to 10"* 
millimeters of mercury at operating temperatures. The final 
requirement of flexibility is met through the luie of an easily 
replaceable graphite furnace core. A variety of core shapes 
can be fabricated from the easily machined graphite. This 
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grairtiite furnace core Is directly heated by passing a current 
of several hundred amperes through it, at potentials of between 
6 and 12 volts. Since the electrical arrangement is such that 
ti^ current must flow through the entire core* a region of 
the core having a reduced cross sectional area will have a 
larger resistance per unit length, hence a larger power dissipa­
tion ^nd resulting higher temperature* Bst suitably vaz^ing 
thB cross section an infinite variety of tes^rature distribu­
tions can be prcKluced. 
As shown in figure 1, the furnace consists of a flat verti­
cal back plate 22 inches high and 13*1/2 inches wide, and a 
cylindrical vacuum chamber made from a 12 inch diaawter steel 
pipe, fhe chamber can be swung out away from the back plate 
for sample loading. All water, electrical and vacuum con­
nections are made through the back plate, as is the drive shaft 
for the sample positioning mechanism. Figure 2 shows a cut­
away sketch of the furnace assembly. The graphite furnace core 
(C) is slotted vertically and clamped to the tw) electrodes 
(D) by two simple steel clanqps. Each clamp is identical and 
consists of a vertical steel shaft that passes up through the 
electrode, and a cross pin that rests on the top of the thick 
section of the funmce core* fhe end of the pin that touches 
the core is turned in the shape of a cylindrical cam. By 
rotating tli« cross pin in the shaft, this cam forces the core 
down against tl»B electrode siui^ace. TJm bottom surface of 
Figure 1. Photograph of crystal growth furnace 
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Figui^ S, Sketch of crystal growth furnace with 
fum»se assembly shown in section view 
legend t 
A Stainless steel radiation shield lid 
B Water-cooled stainless steel shield 
e Refined graphite furnace core 
B Water-cooled copper electrodes 
S Insulated positicming plate 
F SaBq;)le positioning arm 
Q Rack and pinion for operation of positioning arm 
H Porous carbon radiation shield 
I Stainless steel outer radiati<m shield 
J Molybdenum inner radiation shields 
K Qlass-toHDoetal leaui-through connectors for 
thermocouples 
I« Housing for rack and pinion 
M Suide rod for sample positicm am 
(Arm is attached to the rack by a plate i^ch 
moves in a vertical slot in housing I*) 
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the eo3?9 Is coppor plated to p]x>vide a positivft electrleal 
cozitaot with ths elsotrode* Ourrsnt passes from one electrode 
up one side of the slotted core and dovm tdie other to the 
other electrode« the slot in the core can be very narrow since 
the voltages in the furnace are low. thermal expansion of the 
core causes no difficulty in this design since the top of the 
core is unrestrained. In operation an aligning sleeve is in-* 
serted in the positionii^s plate (B) saiA a tantalum rod extends 
through this sleeve up into the center of the furnace core. 
Wme lower end of this rod rests on the saiqple positioning am 
(F). The sample crucible ^  in the case of melting eaqi^erlments^ 
is supported by this rod. fen^rature measurei»ents can be 
made by thermocouples «tiich are inserted from tito bottcmi, or 
optically by sighting a i^romter into the top of t)^ furnace 
through a sight glass assen^ly in the top of the vacuum 
chamber. 
fhe vacuum puisping system is connected to the back plate 
through a vacuum line fabricated from six inch steel pipe. 
For ease in outgassing, all inner siuTfaces of the furnace 
chamber and back plate are copper plated a!»l polished. 
A Consolidated Vtuiuum Cox^z^ticm type M6F-700 diffusicm 
pusES) and a Kinney Corporation Model 3^ mechanical pua^ are 
used in the pumping system^ along with a six inch vacuum valve 
and a smaller mechanical roughing pun^ to reduce pump*down 
time. Since tlw furnace can be shut off trm the vacuum 
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system, operation tmder inert atmospheres is possitolA. 
A Miller laboratories oold cathode vacuum gage is used to 
s^asure high vacuum and also as part of an autcuaatic safety 
control system, fhis system shuts off the furnace and diffusion 
pux^ in the event of vacuum leaks or over-heating dtui to water 
pressure failure* 
figure 3 shows a block diagram of the electrical controls 
of t^ furnace. Provision is miuie for both positioning the 
saople and changing the input voltage by cmbination motor 
drives and gear reduction assemblies. 13ie fine control 
transfoimers are four 20 ampBve capacity« 6.3 volt filament 
transformrs. ^hese are connected with their seccmdaries in 
series in one side of the furnace supp]^ lim* and with their 
primaries connected in parallel and powered by a variable 
autotransfoz^r. A variation of up to 23 volts can be pro­
duced in the furnace input voltage by a full rotation of the 
autotransformer, permitting iMtating or cooling from ro<»ii 
ten^rature to ai^ desired tei^z^ture in the range of 
furnace. Initial attests to produce slow cooling rates with 
this c(mtrol showed that small stepwise discontinuities in 
cooling z^tes occurred as the brushes of the autotranaformer 
were moved from one c^volution to another, thus the fine con­
trol feature was added. A fixed ratio step-down transformer 
is operated by the lazier auto transformer, providing the 
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Figure 3. Block diagram of crystal growth furnace controls 
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necessary voltage reduction and increased current handling 
capacity* 
Figure 4 shows the wiring diagram of the furnace* and 
Figure 3 presents the recording ammeter and voltmeter input 
circuits. outputs of these circuits are filtered d.c. 
millivoltages which are recoiled on a three position millivolt 
z^corder. fhe third position is used to record sample tempera­
ture by means of a thermocouple. The permanent recording of 
voltage and cuzrent simultaneously with sample temperatiu^ is 
particularly useful in evaluating the operation of tlM various 
motor drives. For example« without the electronic line voltage 
stabiliser in the circuit» random tenqperature drifts of five to 
ten degrees C. during a run were detected and identified as 
caused by line voltage fluctuations. In the curz«nt recording 
circuit the transformer shown is also a 20 ampere capacity, 
6.3 volt filament transformer. 
C. Crystal Qrowth by Solidification 
there are two basic requirements for t^e growth of a 
single large cz^stal from a molten metal. The first is the 
formation of on3^ one active nucleation point in the melt. 
The second is that all subsequent flow of the heat of solidi­
fication must take place into the solid through the liquid-solid 
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interface. Qtider these conditions the first tiny crystal that 
forms from tl^ melt will grow until the entire melt freezes as 
one crystal, fhe method used here to produce the above condi­
tions has been referred to by Chalmers (2). This tecimique 
employs a container with a pointed bottom heated in such a 
manner as to permit heat removal only through the bottom. 
Inspection of ?iguz« 2 shows that the top and sides of a 
crucible placed in the furnace core are able to exchange heat 
by radiaticm to the core and upper radiation shields. The 
bottom of the crucible» however, is able to radiate heat to the 
water cooled electrodes as well as lose heat by conduction 
down the support rcMi. The core for this operati<m has a thick 
bottom section tapering uniformly to within a half inch of the 
top* and a section of constant diameter for this last half 
inch. The temperature distribution along this core is such 
that temperature increases smoothJ^ to Just below the thin 
tip section. This section provides a region of much higher 
temperature to compensate for sample heat losses to the upper 
radiation shields* 
Since nickel and copper single crystals have been readily 
grown from the melt by a number of investigators« a series of 
crystals of these metals wex>e grown as a check on furnace 
behavior. The most satisfactory crucible material for nickel 
proved to be BeO. Crucibles with sharply pointed 60 degree 
conical bottoms were fabricated by Jolt*packing the finely 
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divi<led oxide in graphite molds and firing in air at I900 de­
grees C* to sinter the particles. The laziest size crucible 
Ifhioh could be accoimBOdated in the furnace was ozw and three-
quarters of an inch in diameter by four inches long. Actual 
cx^stal sizes depended on how well the lumps of starting B»tal 
were packed in the crucible* the average size being one and 
one-Kiuarter inch in diameter by one inch long, plus, of course, 
the conical bottom section. Qraphite crucibles were fourd to 
be satisfactory for copper. Some volatilisation of both the 
copper and nickel took place during the solidification process, 
but not enough to interfere with furnace operation. Dissolved 
gasses were initial3y present in the metal charge as evidenced 
by turbuleiuse of the liquid sample surfaces during the initial 
melting, fhis effect stopped after a minute or two and the 
sanq^le surfaces remained bright and motionless durixig the 
solidification process. 
Solidification was initiated by reducing the input furnace 
voltage, lowering the crucible out of the furnace, or by a 
coB&ination of these nuithods. Axial freesing rates up to om 
inch per hour were successfully used, but a rate of about one-
half inch per hour seemed to produce the most consistent 
results. 
Copper-niclwl alloy crystals containing up to 50 per cent 
copper were also successfully grown in the furnace, althoi^ 
a type of macro<^osaic structure could be detected in the 
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crystals« similar to that reported by Brick and Ihillips (30) 
in individual grains of polyorystalline specimens. 
A series of growth experiments was then oondi»sted using 
the magnesium reduced thorium metal and crucibles fabricated 
from BeO, ZrOa and ThOg. In each case a fine grained sample 
resulted* No trace of residual boundaries could be detected, 
as would have been the case if large beta thorium crystals had 
formed> only to have later transformed into the alpha phase. 
Microscopic examination showed that the reaction of the metal 
with the crucible materials apparently produced an abuiKiance of 
nucleation sites Judging by the appearance of the grains i^xt 
to the surface, as well as foznning dendrites of thorium oxide 
in the bulk of the metal. ISiese experiments were therefore 
discontinued. 
D. Crystal Growth in the Solid State 
Froducing large grains in initially polyorystalline solid 
metals is a generally less satisfactory procedure than that of 
crystal growth from the melt. Conditions for abnormal grain 
growth have been determined for several metals, notably iron 
as reported by Sato (7). Assuming no solid phase transforma­
tions, the process consists of critically straining a saiqple, 
then heating it in such a way that subsequent stress relief 
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by grain growth after normal reorystallisation occurs initially 
at relatively few points in the sas^le* ?ree energy considera­
tions at the boundaries of these regions favor tlM contJjciued 
growth of the newly formed grains at the expense of the sur­
rounding material. An allotropic transformation can also be 
utilized to provide recrystallixation. 
Ij^h the same reasoning about teioperatiire distribution as 
in the solidification method can be used in this case. Un­
fortunately, however, the heat effects of the recrystallisation 
and grain growth processes are much smaller, and the tenqpera-
ture depei»iency of these processes is neither well defined nor 
precipitous as in solidification* 
Preliminary experin^nts with zirconium seemed to show that 
once the grain growth process started it would proceed at a 
rate relatively independent of the tesy}erature distribution 
along the saople. for any kind of control over gz^in growth, 
an exti^mely steep temperature gradient would be needed. How­
ever, ttm strain-anneal method has been reported by Sato (7) 
to produce laz^e crystals of iron in the absence of any 
gradient. This work showed that apparently once a critical 
set of initial conditions had been satisfied, only a few grains 
would develop, even in bars as laxge as one and one-half inches 
in diameter. IMifomly fine initial grain size and a high 
degree of purity seemed to be the two maj^ criteria. 
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A crystal bar thorium sample was prepared for grain growth 
experlisents by are melting and cutting on a water cooled 
abrasive wheel to the approximate dimensions of three inches 
high* one inch wide» and five-sixteenths inch thick. A one-
sixteenth inch diauwter sight hole was drilled in the top for 
determining sanple temperatures with an optical pyrometer, and 
a one-eighth inch diameter hole drilled in the bottom to accept 
a tantalum pin for fastening to a support rod. I^e bar was 
given a five per cent reduction in thickness by compressing« 
and placed below the hot zone of the furnace. The ahape of 
the furnace core is indicated in Figure 2. Using furnace con­
trol settings determined in preliminary experiments with 
sizKsonium,, the furnace core was brought to a temperature that 
would produce about a I300 degree C. maximum sample tempera­
ture. fhis temperature was assumed to be about 100 degrees C. 
below the phase transformation in thorium. Hie sample was 
elevated at a rate of 0.6 inch per hour for five hours* then 
held in this position for two and one-half hours. fSto maxi­
mum saa^le teo^rature was recozHled as 1323 degrees C. After 
a rapid cooling ti^ sample was examined and found to consist 
of unifomn equiaxed grains of about three milliliters dian^ter. 
An atteflqpt was made to refine the grain size by passing through 
the transformation. The sasqple was heated to I5OO degrees C. 
for 20 minutes, then furnace cooled* Ko detectable change in 
grain size occurred, however. 
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fhe sample was then held at 143^ degrees C. for two hours 
in the hot zone of the furnace, and lowered at a rate of 0.6 
inch per hour until it was completely out of the hot zone, fhe 
bottom portion of the sample after this treatment consisted of 
several large crystals, i^le the top third showed a twinned 
structure with grains no larger than three or four milliowters, 
Two crystals were cut from this specio^n and are shown in 
Figure 6. Ttm lazier of the sai^ples was used for pulses-echo 
measurements. It was cut from the lower part of the siMcimen 
and can be seen to consist of one large grain as well as 
several smaller ones. The quarts driver crystals were carefully 
positioned over only the single crystal portion* smaller 
round plate was cut frc»n the center section of the bar such 
t^at the [ill] direction was perpendicular to the crystal 
surface• 
Another sample of cz^stal bar thorium ims prepared in the 
sam manner and given similar heat treatments. The largest 
grains that could be pzHsduced were about five or six milli­
ng ters in diameter. I^is sample was re-salted several ti^s 
and subjected to a variety of thermal conditions with no better 
results. 
Figure 6 ,  Photograph of thorium single cxystals cut 
from a larger sanqple. Ihe smaller roiind 
specimen consists of a laz^e region 
oriented in the LlllJ direction« and several 
smaller crystals, fhe larger specimen 
consists of one large crystal of skew 
orientation and several smaller crystals. 
Both sauries were heavily etched in nitric 
acid to reveal grain boundaries 
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1. Crystal Orientation Methods 
Crystal orientations were determined by a back reflection 
ILaue x-ray method as outlined in an American Society for Testing 
Materials publication (31)* A single caa^ra was designed and 
constructed which would permit the subsequent cutting of the 
crystals while still m the camera mounting. IMs camera is 
shown in Figure 7* 13^e camera consists of a ccKmnercial 
rectangular x-ray film holder wit^ a beam oollimating assembly 
2m>unted in the center« aiKl a goniometer for holding the saii^le 
crystals. In operation the x-ray beam passes from the back 
of the film plate through the collimator to the sample. Back 
reflections frcHn the sau^le surface are intercepted by the 
film. White x-radiatlon is used. IShe goniometer assembly is 
constructed from a Starett Model Kl-1224 Protractor head. 
Samples are mounted on one inch diameter Plexiglas rods with 
Duco cement« and these rods are held in the goniometer assembly, 
fhe protractor head is mounted on a plate fastened to tlie back 
of tl^ film holder. It extends out along the top of the holder 
such that the axis of rotation of the protractor disk is both 
vertical and parallel to tlM» film holder, and intersects the 
x-ray beam exactly three centl^ters from the film. A bearing 
block is fastened to the bottom of the protractor disk and 
accepts a rotatable sleeve which in turn accepts the Plexlglas 
Figure 7. Back reflection Laue camera constructed 
from a coimnerolaX film holder and a 
protractor head. A sample is shown 
mounted on the Plexlglas holder 
^5 
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sample holders. The axis of this sleeve lies in a horizontal 
plane that is perpendicular to the film holder» ai»i contains 
the x*ray heam. In operation sanq;}les are placed in the 
gonioraeter assembly and adjusted for exactly three centimeters 
distance from the film. Rotation of the protractor disk does 
not change this distance, nor does rotatiri^ the sleeve about 
its axis. However, combinations of these two adjustments are 
sufficient to bring a desired crystallographic axis in the 
san^le perpendicular to the film holder. 
For sample cutting, the protractor assembly is clanqped in 
a m on a water cooled silicon carbide cut-off ^edieel with the 
san^le still glued to the Plexiglas rod. l%ie small amount of 
disturbed n»ital produced by the cutting is removed by hand 
lapping using metallograj^c papers of various grits, folloirad 
by etching with hot nitric acid. 
figure 8 is a back reflection Laue photograph of the 
smaller plate of Figure 6, showing the [ill] orientation. 
Figure 9 is a back reflection Laue photograph of the large 
crystal used for pulse-echo measurements. This picture was 
indexed and the direction cosines of the direction perpendicu­
lar to the crystal face were obtained from measurement of the 
center-to-spot distances on the film. The calculated values 
were adjusted slightly so that the sum of their squajras would 
be exactly unity, to avoid possible difficulty in evaluating 
Figure 8* Back reflection Laue photograpii of tlie 
smaller round thorium plate, showing [111] orientation 
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figuz^ 9* Back reflection Iiaue photogra^ of the 
larger thorium sample shoi^bg the skew 
orientation of the largest crystal in the 
saa^le. The cosines of the direction 
perpendicular to the crystal face were 
calculated to be Ix * 0*80992« m^ •" 0.^1235 
and ni « 0.427832, Tm actual precisicm 
of the measurement was about <»e degree 
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correction terms in the perturbation equations* ^e direction 
cosines used in the elastic constant solution were Ix " 0.80992, 
mi • 0.401235 and nx » 0.427832. ®ie act\ial precision of the 
caioera is such that the orientation direction of the crystal 
lies within one degree of the direction defined by the above 
cosines. Overton and Qaffney (19) have shown that orientation 
errors of this magnitude have an insiginificant effect on 
velocity measurements compared to the otlMtr errors inherent 
in the measurements* 
F. Dilatometric and Density Measurements 
Calculation of elaatio constants fr(»n ultrasonic measure­
ments requires a knowledge of both the density and sample 
length* 1!he san^le density was measured at room ten^rature^ 
and dilatmetric data were obtained over the tenqperatuz^ range 
from -196 to -100 (togrees C. Density was measured by the 
buoyancy method in water, using a Fisher Qram-atic balance* 
Tim density of the san^le used in the pulse-echo nwasurements 
was masured as 11*694 grams per cubic centimeter at 28 degrees 
0* This value can be compared to the reported x-ray density 
of 11*72 grams per cubic centimeter. 
Dilatometric data were obtained by the widely used quartz 
push-rod method using a calibrated Statham Laboratories Model 
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G1-1.3-'33.3 unbonded strain gage as the sensing eieo^nt. 
output of the strain gage and calibrated copper-ccmstantan 
thermocouple attached to the sample were simultaneously re­
corded on a Leeds and Korthrup X-X millivolt recorder. 
The sample was prepared by arc sKslting crystal bar thorium 
in the shape of a rod and swaging the rod to a diameter of 
0.130 inches. !niis rod was recrystallized by heating to 720 
degrees C» for one hour under high vacuum, ends of the rod 
were lapped by harua to parallelism and the length measured 
with a micrometer as I.9936 f 0.0001 inches. The resulting 
data show an almost linear change in length with temperature 
above 0 degrees C. The apparent linear coefficient of thermal 
expansion calculated from these data over the range of 0 to 
100 degrees G. is 11.26 x 10**. This value can be con^ared to 
the previously reported value of 11.2 x 10"• over the tempera­
ture range fr^ 25 to 200 degrees C. HO literature values for 
B»asurements below room temperature could be found. 
The data below room teoqperatuxNi show a definite curvature 
which Sjicreases with decreasing teo^rature. Table 1 presents 
the z^sults as £i3^o where Lq is the length of tl% sana}le at 
0 degrees G», and dL is the change in sample length from ho* 
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fable 2. Dllatometric data on polycrystalXine thorium ntatal 
using unbonded strain gage and two-tnch sai^le 
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v. m/mmomc mhsmsmim by a resonance mcimique 
A» Resonance Apparatus 
Figure 10 is a photograph of the resonance apparatus 
eB^lojred in this investigation and Figure 11 is a block diagram 
of the circuit and a sketch of the optical system* A contin­
uous alternating voltage of varying frequency is applied to 
tli^ transducer* '^Qie transducer, which may be quartz« barium 
titinate ceramic or other piezoelectric material# is forced to 
vibrate at the impressed frequency. The vibrations are 
transmitted to the sample as an ultrasonic sound wave vhloh 
passes through the sai^le into the liquid below. Sai^le 
resonant frequencies are detected optically by observing ths 
intensity of the Debye-Sears diffraction effect in the liquid. 
Electrical contacts are made to the sasiple and to the 
top silver-plated surface of the transducer. Tine observed 
resona2»}es arise frcM the acoustic mismatch at both sui^aces 
of the sanqple. Part of the sound enezgy passing from the 
transducer through the san^le is reflected back from the 
liquid-sample inteii^ace. 1!his reflected wave undergoes a 
similar reflection at the transducer-sanqple intez^ace. If 
twice the sasqple thickness corresponds to an integral number 
of wave lengths, reinforcement of the transmitted sound oociu*s 
Figure 10. Biotograph of the resonance ai^»ax%tus 
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ai»l thflt sas^Xd is said to be in resonance, fhe saoq;>le is oa-
pabXe of transmitting more sound energy to the liquid when in 
resonance f producing a stronger sound beam. IdUjulds cannot 
transmit shear waves, hence on3y longitudinal, sanple resonances 
can be detected. 
Xhe Debye-Sears effect is caused by density differences 
as the sound beam alternately conqpresses and rarifies the 
liquid, lluise density differences function as a diffraction 
grating. 1!he n^re intense the sound beam, the brighter will be 
the diffraction effects. As illustrated^ the optical system 
consists of a monochromatic light source using the mercury 
green wave length, a slit to provide an apparent line source, 
and a lens system to toeua an image of the slit on a ground 
glass screen. The light beam passes through windows vAilch are 
provided in the otherwise silvered l^war flask. £n operation 
the oscillator frequency is varied until a diffraction pattern 
consisting of weaicer images of the slit on each side of the 
original linage is obtained, fhe distance between these 
diffraction lines and the original or zero order image in* 
creases with frequency, and is about one-half centlmter at 
10 megacycles, the oscillator is carefully adjusted to the 
frequency that produces a maximum in the brightness of the 
diffraction pattern. ^Is fz<equency is ace\u:*ately nwasured 
(within 50 cycles per second) with a BC-221 heterodyne fre­
quency meter, using an audio as^lifler and speaker as the null 
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detector, ^e process Is repeated for each observed resonance. 
VhlXe any transparent liquid will produce the Debye-Sears 
effect, t^ose in which tt!Mt sound velocity is lower give greater 
diffraction line separation and hence are iiK)re suitable for 
this aj^lication. 
Cooling is achieved by first cycling the liquid through 
an external heat exchanger using a dry ice-trichloretj^lene 
coolant* t^en by blowing sisall quantities of liquid nitrc^en 
through a copper coil placed inside Dewar flask. Small 
ceramic heating el^aents positioned in the lower section of 
tiu! flask are used to heat the liquid above ro<^ tea^ratuz^. 
The sas^le is held in place Just below the surface of the 
liquid by a iK^unting asseiably that also establishes electrical 
contacts to the transducer, ^^s assei^ly coniists of a one-
half inch diaioeter stainless steel tube with a sample position­
ing ring soldered to the lower end, and a bakelite disk 
fastened to tli« top. Glass-to-metal seals are soldered in 
each ei^ of the tube. A fine copper wire is stretched between 
them along the axis of the tube. A small brass spring is 
soldered to the loner seal to make contact to the silvered top 
suirface of the transducer, inie senile is centered in the 
positioning ring by three mounting screws. Xn operation a 
bakelite lid is placed on the Bewar flask. The cooling coils, 
heating assembly and liquid filling tubes are siqpported by 
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thia Xld. fhe saa^le mmmttng as8end:>Xy Is inserted through a 
hole in the lid until the bakelite disk rests on the lid. 13ie 
liquid level is adjusted to just cover the san^ple. Electrical 
cozmections to tlMi generator are made to the top glass->to«^tal 
seal and to t^e top of the stainless steel tube, fhe high 
fre#2eney electrical path in the mounting assead^ly is along 
the copper wire to the transducer. The san^le is made the 
eiectrical ground through the laounting screws by grounding ^ 
stainless steel tube at its upper end. The measuring jtinction 
of a copper<*ccHnstantan thermocouple is clamped between oi^ of 
the mounting screws and sample for recording sample tei^ra-
tures. 
Figure 12 shows the circudlt diagram of the oscillator. 
Figure 13 shows the radio fre<|usnoy voltmeter circuit used to 
monitor the iiiq;)re8sed voltage on the transducer while the 
fregency is varjj^d. Fealc*to->^ak voltages of between 50 and 
200 are obtainable over the range of 1 to 15 megacycles, as 
determined by the settings of the various oscillator controls. 
efficiencies of the transducez^ are hig^r as their 
resonant frequencies are approached. A 10 megacycle quarts 
transducer would permit detection of sasiple resonances from 
4 to 12 megacycles. For lower frequtncies than this 2 and 3 
megacycle transducers can be used. While transducer resonances 
are also detected, all except the fundamental produce negli­
gible optical effects compared to sample resonances. 
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6. Resonance BesuXts 
fUisonanoe measurements were made on t]:» smaller[111] 
oriented plate shoim in Figure 6 over the teaiperature range of 
*70 degrees 0. to *100 degrees using ethyl aleohol as ttm 
liquid medium. One measureownt was made using liquid nitrogen 
at its boiling point of -196 degrees C. TIm transducer was 
a 0*3 inch dicuiuiter^ 10 megacycle X->out quartz crystal, 
silvered on both sides. No couplant between the quarts and the 
saa^le was used^ oti»»r than immersion in the bath medium, fhe 
measured frequencies of the observed resonances are presented 
in fable 3 alor^ with the corresponding hansonic z»2b^x«« 
Careful examination of the optical patterns revealed that 
an occasional measured resonance was actually only one of a 
cluster of resonances of almost the same frequency, ^is 
effect had been observed in quarts as reported by Atanasoff 
and Hart (32) and others. Since the center frequency of tlm 
cluster could not always be detected, resonances showing this 
effect produced an apparent scatter in the data* l^is scatter 
p]x>ved to be annoying in analysing the shapes of the curves 
obtaimd fr^ plotting resonant frequency versus harmonic 
nui^r at constant teBis'«^&^«ures. 
A method of si»>othing the data was applied in which th^ 
frequencies for each harmcmic nundser in tlM body of Table 3 
fable 3- Besonant frequencies of a 111 oriented for single crystal plate of 
thlclcr^ss «• O.C^47 i 0.0001 inches at 28* C. 
Temperature 
C. 
Jfregitency 
n 5 n « 6 n n 8 n n 10 n • 11 n «• 12 13 
-196 
-101.5 
-100.5 
- 84.5 
- 78 
- 71 
- 28.5 
- 18 
* 70 
+ 26 
+ 32 
-I-
+ 
+ 
43 
49 
52 
61 
73 
4.022 
4.122 
4.106 
4*0§ 
4*079 
4.069 
4.031 
4.004 
4.011 
3.948 
3.964 
3.936 
3.926 
3.928 
3.923 
5.063 
5.050 
5.036 
5.046 
5.016 
5.098 
4.778 
4.992 
4.963 
4.910 
4.929 
4.900 
6.011 
6.037 
6.026 
6.017 
6.012 
5.997 
5.994 
5.949 
5.969 
5.927 
5.902 
5.898 
5.881 
5.886 
5.873 
a. 
7.018 
7.018 
7.031 
7.004 
6.989 
6.986 
6.973 
6.941 
6.^ 1 
6.883 [6.881 
[6.8^  
6.872 
6.852 
6.8% 
6.840 
6.833 
7.996 
7.992 
9.015 
8.967 
8.974 
8.956 
8.954 
8.9^  
8.928 
8.923 
8.870 
8,900 
8.884 
8.834 
8.828 
8.824 
8.815 
8.808 
8.787 
8.781 
10, U8 
9.943 
9.950 
9.930 
9.9 4 
9.946 
9,895 
9.^ 8 
9.841 
9.8^ ) 
9.870 
9.831 
9.795 
9.805 
9»791 
9.787 
9. 
9. 
U.003 12.<KJ5 
10.951 
10.974 
10.963 
10.967 
10.907 
10.925 
10.876 
11.967 
11.952 
11.929 
11.852 
11.875 
12.616 
12.582 
10.804 11.767 
10.767 11.743 
12.721 
^lEhe letter, n, refers to tii» harmcmlc nuinl>er of the tabulated resonances. 
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mere plotted versus tes^rature. Smooth ourves were drawn 
through these points by inspeetion, and frequency valties read 
off the curves at regular teiiq^rature intervals, fable 4 
presents ^ z^sults of this process» except that in addition^ 
each frequency value has been divided by the corresponding 
harmonic number. A plot of these data is shown in Figure 1^. 
Sense of the data reported in fable 4 is not shown on the graph 
for the sake of clarity. 
Evaluation of the stiffness coefficients irm 
z^sonance data shown in 9igiU!*e 14 requires an esqjlanation of 
the increased curvature of the plots of freqiiency versus har­
monic number as the temperatuz« is induced. The concept of a 
phase shift occurring when the sound beam is reflected has been 
proposed by MoSkimin (20). The analysis of McSkimin is of 
the forms 
where f,^ « soaiple resonant frequency» 
fj^* » measured harmonic frequency» 
n «• harmonic number 
p( « i^ase shift (a negative number). 
This equation did not fit these data, fhe experinwntal 
ourves seemed to require a correction that would decrease much 
more rapidly with increasing harmonic number. 
Table 4. resonanoe data tr<m a [ill] oz^ented ti»>rim singXe 
crystal plate of Idilcianess » 0.0647 ± 0.0001 inches at 2^ C. 
n^ratur. ^ 
decrees C. n®»4 n«5 n»6 a-»7 n»9n*10n»lln«12 
-196 1.0055 1.0018 1.0026 1.0017 1.0012 1.0003 l.CK)04 
-100 1.02^  1.0126 1.0060 1.0024 .9968 .9939 
- 90 1.0273 1.0114 1.0045 1.0012 .9960 .9932 
- 80 1.0250 X.Q09Q 1.0032 1.0000 .99^  .9924 .9968 
- TO 1.0228 1.0080 1.0017 -9989 -9942 .9919 .9977 -9959 
- ^  1.0205 1.0062 1.0004 .9976 .9932 .9910 .99^  .9950 
1.0175 1.0044 .99^ .99^ .9922 .9300 .9955 .9938 ov 
: i g  1.0145 1.0024 .9970 .9946 .9912 .9891 .9944 .9926 
- 30 1.0115 1.0004 .9955 .9932 .9901 .9^ 2 .9929 .9914 
- 20 1.0080 .9984 .9939 .9916 .9889 .9872 .9915 .989? 
- 10 1.0045 .9962 .9920 .9900 .9877 .9861 .98^ .9834 
0 1.0008 .9940 .9902 .9886 .9863 .9850 .9882 .9869 
10 .9975 .9918 .9884 .9870 .9849 .9839 .9865 ,9853 
+ 20 .9938 .9^4 .9864 .9853 .983* .9828 .9847 .9837 
+ 30 .9900 .9868 .9844 .9833 .9820 .9815 .9^ 9 .9821 
m .9^ 5 .9844 .9^ 2 .9816 .9802 .9802 .9810 .980: 
+ 50 .9820 .9818 .9804 ,9800 .9785 .9791 .9790 .97^  
+ 60 .9780 .9792 .9782 .9783 .9765 .9778 
+ 70 .9764 .9760 .97^  .9745 .9764 
®fhe letter, n, refers to tl^ hars^nic number of the tabiilated 
resonances. 
RESONANT FREQUENCY/HARMONIC NUMBER, MC/SEC. 
o o 
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Will® no theoretical justification was apparent for 
considering as a fimction of n« the foiiowing equation was 
tested and seemed to correlate tlM experimental datat 
n + -SL 
n 
this resonance equation has the phase shift of McSkimin 
replaced by a term composed of a phase shift divided by harmmic 
number. Ttm effect of this modification is to reduce the effect 
of the phase shift for higher harmonic numbers» 
figure 15 shows a trial and error evaluation of 0 for a 
temperature of -100 degrees and a medium of etlX3rl alcohol. 
The upper curve shows the form of the experiUaental data for 
idiioh 010 and the lower curves show the fom of tlu» right 
hand side of the above equation plotted versus harmonic nuiober^ 
for three values of for oompwiaon, calculated valxies for 
fjj» using fif m 0*60 and • 0.9895 Mc/sec are shown by the 
triangular points on the upper curve. Valtxes for 0 and f^. were 
determined in this manner for each tenqperature. Both 0 and 
were found to be smooth functions of temperature for ^ etborl 
alcohol iiMidi\]m, «Aiile the data for the liquid nitrogen run 
could be fitted using a very small value for 0, Table 5 
presents the results of these calculations« along with thick­
ness and density valijuis. 
Figure 13* Trial and error solution ot tiie 
resonanee equation to determine 
sample resonant frequency, Data 
taken at -100 degrees O. using 
ethyl alcohol as the li^d laedium 
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Table 5, Besonanoe caloulaticms^ 
Temperature 
degrees C. 
fp X 10-* 
Bic */seo. 
2t 
OBt. g-cm""® 
Q X 10-^ ® 
dyne-cm"'® 
-196 0.9995 -0.100 0.32785 11.7813 1.265 
-100 0,9895 -0.600 O.328I9 11.7**3 1.239 
- 90 0.9888 -0.575 0.32823 11.7*04 1.237 
- 80 0.9883 -0.550 0.32827 11.7365 1.235 
- 70 0.9875 -0.525 0.32830 11.7327 1.233 
- 60 0.9869 -0.500 0.3283* 11.7288 1.232 
- 50 0.9867 -0.450 0.32838 11.72*8 1.231 
- 40 0.9858 -0.425 0.32841 11.7209 1.229 
- 30 0.98^ 8^ -0.400 0.32845 11.7169 1.226 
- 20 0.98^ 3 -0.360 0.32849 11.7130 1.225 
- 10 0.983i^ -0.325 0.32852 11.7090 1.222 
0 0.9823 -0.300 0.32856 11.7050 1.219 
+ 10 0.9819 -0.250 0.32860 11.7011 1.218 
•f 20 0.9806 -0.225 0.32863 11.6970 1.215 
30 0.9800 -0.165 0.32867 11.6931 1.213 
+ HO 0.9790 -0.125 0.32871 11*6892 1.211 
4- 50 0.9783 -0.080 0,32875 11.6851 1.209 
+ 60 0.977^  -0.045 0.32878 11.6811 1.206 
4- 70 0.9763 0.0 0.32882 11.6771 1.203 
®f9)e nuBiber of signifioant presented are not 
intended as iMioations of the precision of ti^ measureiaents 
but Krere used in th» caloulaticma to preserve tl^ sraoothness 
of the data in fable 
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Both the thickness and density for each temperature were 
calculated from measured room tes^rature values through the 
use of the dllatometrlc data In Table 2. 
Tim stiffness coefficients were calculated from these 
data by the equation! 
1 at 
^ 2t A 
[^111] 
P 
where f^, » sa^le resonant frequency 
t « sai^le thickness 
^[lll] " coefficient 
p m density. 
values obtained for Q are also presented in Table 3* 
A plot of Q versus temperature Is shown in Figure 16« Xf the 
value of Q at -196 degrees C. Is correct, the plot of Q versus 
tei^rature is almost linear, and a systematic drift of values 
of Q with decreasing teo^rature for the ethyl alcohol medium 
is evident. Such a drift could INi caused by ti^ falluz% of 
the resonance equation to correlate the data when tlnm curva­
ture of plots of resonant frequency versus harmonic number is 
great. Valu.B of over this t.>q>.ratur. rang, can b. 
calculated fr<M the elastic constants obtained from pulse-echo 
Q^asurements and a ccnaparlson of Q values is presented in 
that section. 
Flguz« 16. Stlfjhiess coefficient, Q, in the [lU] direction 
of t^riura 'e^ersus teoiqperature 
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VI. UXiSRASONXC lOSASUREIffiNTS BY A 
PUIiSE-SCiiO TEOINIQUS 
A. Pulae-*echo Apparatus 
A picture of the jpulse-eoho apparatus ia shown in Figure 
17* Electronic ally» this equipnent is siiailar to that used by 
Xiazarus (17) and others. All the circuits except for the 
oscilloscope and time base generator were constructed for this 
research project. Figure 18 shows a block diagram relating 
the various circuits. The operation is as follows. A Gommr" 
cial time base generator (fektronix Model 181} houses the 
crystal oscillator and step-down cascade. ISiis cascade pro­
vides pulses which occur every 10 and 10,000 microseconds. 
fhese pulses are derived from a one megacycle crystal oscillator 
frequency standard. This standard was checked with a Beckman 
Berkeley Type 5571 Frequency Meter and found to be within five 
cycles per second of one megacycle. Frequency drift of the 
oscillator according to the manufacturer's specifications is 
less than two parts per million per 24 houxns. The 10^000 
microsecond pulses are an^lified and used to trigger the 10 
n^gacycle pulse generator. This generator produces a sine wave 
of controlled duration (usually two microseconds) each time 
it is triggered. These pulses are amplified by the pulse 
9iguz« 17. Photograph of pulse-echo apparatus 
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Figure 18. Block diagram of the pulse-echo apparatus 
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output circuit and transmitted through a coaxial cable to a 
quarts driver crystal. The thickness of this driver crystal 
is such that it mechanically resonates at 10 megacycles per 
second, and since it has piezoelectric properties, the im­
pressed voltage causes corresponding dimensicmal changes. 
flMse changes are transmitted to the saBq;>le through a couplant 
(usually Xhico cement) as ultrasonic sound pulses. When one 
such pulse passes through the sa l^e to the opposite surface, 
part of its energy is reflected back as an echo due to the 
acoustical mismatch between the san l^e surface and surrounding 
n^dium. this echo behaves similarly upon reaching the surface 
on !i^ ioh the quartz crystal is mounted, and part is again re­
flected back into the sample. l>ue to the piezoelectric effect, 
the part of the echo energy that is transmitted to the quartz 
generates a small voltage «diich in turn is transmitted back 
into the coaxial cable. Each succeeding echo produces a 
similar but weaker effect. Thus each initial voltage pulse 
produces a series of echo voltage pulses. 
The echos are amplified by a 10 megacycle broad band re­
ceiver and presented on the vertical axis of a high frequency 
oscilloscope. Since the identical operation occurs each 
10,000 microseconds, a visible trace can be obtained on the 
oscilloscope. If the electron beam were to start to sweep 
horizontally across the face of oscilloscope each time a 
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trigger pulse were supplied to the 10 im»gaoycle generator, and 
it vrould do so at such a rate as to require 100 microseconds to 
complete its travel* most of the echos detected by the receiver 
would be displayed. By measuring the distance on the 
oscilloscope face from the initial pulse to each echo pulse and 
converting this distance into time by multiplying by the 
oscilloscope sweep rate* echo transit times are obtained, from 
these times and the sample thickness the sound velocity in the 
sample can be calculated. In obtaining the actual measurements 
a more exact n^thod of measuring echo arrival times is used, 
^e oscilloscope sweep speed is set at five microseconds for 
full horizontal travel, aiul the instant at which the sweep 
starts is controlled by a sweep delay circuit. 1%iis time can 
be smoothly varied from 3 to 100 micx^seconds after the 
occurrence of each triggering pulse from the trigger aa l^ifier. 
Delaying the sweep in this manner has the effect of moving the 
five microseccmd display out along a tinw axis 100 microseconds 
long. As an indication of the increased precision of this 
method, viewing the 100 microseconds simultaneously at this 
magnification would require an oscilloscope face twenty times 
as wide. Considering that a five inch oscilloscope is used, 
this increased magnification would require a tube face 100 
inches in diameter. 
The variable In the sweep delay circuit is a 10 turn 
linear potentic»ieter equipped with a three place direct reading 
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dial. 1%ius the delay times oould be read with a precision of 
0.05 p9r cent. Zn operation the delay circuit is adjusted so 
that the leading edge of each echo in turn coincides with a 
reference line on the oscilloscope face, ^e corresponding 
potenti^neter readings are recorded for each echo, lamediately 
after these measiirements^ the input to tiM vertical axis of 
the oscilloscope is changed to the 10 microsecoi^ iaaii(»r source 
and the arrivals of these pulses are recorded and used to cali­
brate the delay circuit. Figures 19 through 24 show tlu» 
diagrams of the circuits that were constructed for these parti­
cular measurements. oscilloscope used was a Tektronix 
Model 5^1 with type 53/5^K Plug-in Uhit. 
Figure 25 is a sketch of the furnace and san^le holder. 
Tim quartz driver crystal is attached to tlM sample with IHuso 
cement* and the saa^le is in turn glued to the holder. Electri­
cal contact to the top silver-plated surface of the czystal is 
provided by a small brass spring, the groui^ return path is 
tiirough the saEq)le and holder to tlvi stainless steel tube. 
Ttm spring is soldered to a glass-to-mtal seal at the lower 
end of the tube. A fine copper wire is stretched from this 
seal up the axis of the tube to a standard Ang^nol Sype 83-lJ 
coaxial cable connector. 
TIem furnace itself is designed to operate over the tempera­
ture range from -I96 degrees C. to •flOO degrees C. For 
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ten^ratures below ambient# liquid nitrc^en is placed in the 
Bewar flask, maintaining th» outer jacket at close to *196 de-
gz^es C. ^e inner copper chamber is held at desired teispera-
tures by controlled heating of tto woven glass nutating tape. 
A thex^stor is used as a sensing element in the control of 
chamber temperature while a calibrated copper-constantan 
thermocouple touching ti^ sample is used for recording sample 
temperature, fhe high sensitivity of the thermistor circuit 
produces satisfactory temperature contz^l of the san^le wit^ 
a simple on-off contx*ol of the inner chamber ten^rature* 
B. jpulse-echo Results 
In general* three different ultrasonic propagaticm modes 
are possible for azi^ specified direction in a single crystal, 
fhis was found to be the case with measurej^nts made on the 
Imrger crystal shown in Figure 6. Preliminary measurements at 
room tes^rature showed tiiat when thickness vigrations gener­
ated by an X*cut quarts crystal^ transducer were transmitted 
to the sanqpile, an apparent transit time of about 4.5 micro­
seconds were observed, this sample vibration mode can be 
described as one in which the displacement of a point on the 
^An excellent discussion of the piesoelectric and 
cz^stallographic properties of quarts is given by Bond and 
Armstrong (33). 
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wavefront of the sound wave Is In tli^ direction of propagation, 
and l^nce Is referred to as a longitudinal mode. Measures^ts 
then were made using a Y«cut quartz transducer to produce a 
shear uratve In which dlsplacenient of a point on the wave-
front is perpeMloular to the direction of propagation* The 
possibility of the existence of mox^ than one sh^ar mode Is 
Indicated since the shear vibrations are polarized and the 
direction of polarization can be any dlx^ctlon In the plane of 
the saiq;>le surface. 
fhe Y-cut quartz crystal used was Indexed by the back re* 
flection laue x*ray technique to determine the direction of 
polarization of Its shear vibration mode, The thorium crystal 
orientation was such that the direction pex^ndlcular to the 
crystal face lay between [ill] and [lOO] directions. The 
BimsLT modes for propagation In tlwse two directions are 
degenerate. It seemed reasonable to expect that the vibration 
modes of the sample irauld be parallel to and perpendicular to 
tlm plai»i that contained both these directions, fhls Is the 
(oil) plane, fhe quartz crystal was mounted on the thorium 
sample such that Its polarization direction was parallel to 
the (Oil) plane of the sample. The apparent transit time for 
this measure^nt was about 10.5 microseconds. Heposltlonlng 
the transducer so that the sluiar polcurlzatlon direction was 
perpendicular to the (Oil) plane gave a transit time nwasure* 
ment of about 8.2 microseconds. As a check to verify that 
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these mret the only two possible shear modes, the ctuarta; ox^stal 
ims raotmted with the polarisation direction approximately 30 
degrees from the (Oil) plane and echo measurements were taken. 
Aj^roximately twice the number of echoes were observed. Zt 
was found that the echos could be divided into two sets, one 
set corresponding to a transit time of 10.5 microseconds and 
the otlwr to a transit tlnw of 6.2 microseconds, fhis measure-
i^nt was considered to be sufficient proof that tlm polariza* 
tion of the two shear mo^s of ti:» saB^;)le were in the chosen 
directions, fables 6, 7 and 8 present the results of measure­
ments of these three modes, fable 6 presents tlw measux^d echo 
arrival times for the longitudinal mode over the teaqperature 
range from degrees G* to *189 degrees C. fhe calculated 
transit times varied from 4.684 microsecontto at 128.5 degrees 
C. to 4,319 microseconds at -189 degrees C. Table 7 shows 
the measured echo ax^ival times for the shear mode parallel 
to the (oil) plaiM of the sample. The calculated transit 
times varied from 10.785 mi.oroseconds at 498 degrees C. to 
10.198 microseconds at -178 degrees C. liable 8 shoire the 
measured echo arrival times for the shear mode perpendicular 
to tiHi (oil) plane of the sas^le. fhe calculated transit 
times varied fx^m 8.324 micz^seconds at 498 degrees C. to 
7*933 microseconds at *196 degrees C. Prior to these measizre* 
ments the sample had been polished to bring ths» opposite faces 
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Table 6. Soho arrival times in microseconds for a thorium 
single crystal of skew orientation. LoniEltudlnal 
BMiasurements using a X-out quartz driver crystal 
temperatures^ degrees C. 
128.5 76.0 41.0 32.0 28.0 3.5 
Ihickness at 
28 degrees 0. 
Pulse 1 
« 2 
h 
N 
» 
m 
n 
It 
It 
It 
« 
It 
It 
tt 
tt 
It 
It 
It 
It 
H 
It 
I 
I 
9 
10 
11 
12 II II 
1 
1 
21 
Calc. transit 
time 
.2818 
-1.73 
3.02 
7.85 
12.50 
17.22 
21.79 
26.52 
31.14 
35.90 
59.33 64.00 
68.67 
.43 
.00 
,74 
87.35 
92 
67 
73 J 
78 ( 
82. 
.2818 
0.30 
5.20 
? 14 
19.03 
23.71 
28.32 
32.95 
t7.62 2.29 
46.95 
51.57 
56.29 
60.86 
65.58 
70.19 
74.86 lUl 
88.85 
93.62 
.2318 
-1.71 
3.11 
7.70 
12.17 
16.77 
21.32 
26.04 
30.57 
35.81 
49.15 
53.82 
58.41 
63.08 
67.72 
72.30 
76.95 
11:11 
90.91 
.2818 
0.00 
6.64 
11.27 
15.86 
20.78 
25.36 
30.00 
34.64 
?|:P 48.46 
53.09 
57.73 
62.32 
67.00 
71.55 
76.32 
w.73 
85.46 
90.00 
94.82 
.2801 
9.65 
13.32 
if 
22. 
27.23 
31.80 
36.40 
40.91 
45.64 
50.27 
54.92 
59.64 
69 
.2801 
8.52 
13.13 
17.74 
22.34 
26.93 
31.53 
36.12 
40.72 
45.45 
50.09 
54.72 
60.27 
64.18 
68.64 
73.18 
4.684 4.651 4.622 4.630 4,602 4.596 
Temperatures, degrees C. 
-9.0 -18 -25.5 -52.5 -66.0 *68 
IMckness at 
28 degrees C. 
Fulse 1 
1 
7 
.2801 .2818 ,2801 
10.43 8.99 10.43 
15.08 15.08 13.19 
19.75 17.78 19.57 
24,33 
28.93 
22.34 
26.97 
25.09 
78.84 
33.53 31.55 33.35 
38.14 36.20 37.98 
.2801 
10.43 
15.00 
19.57 
25.09 
28.75 
33.27 
37.90 
.2801 
10.61 
15.28 
19.78 
24.20 
28.71 
33.33 
37.92 
.2818 
8.40 
13.14 
17.78 
22.31 
27.10 
31.52 
36.15 
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fable 6 (continiaed) 
^gemperaturea« degrees G« 
'9.0 -18 -25.5 *52.5 *66>Q -68 
Pulse 8 42.76 40.75 n 9 47.28 45.40 H 10 51.95 50.00 
« 11 56.65 54.55 tt 12 61.45 59.10 H 13 65.80 63.80 fl 14 70.36 68.35 
« 15 74.98 72.96 n 16 77.55 
It 11 82.25 H 18 86.81 
« 19 91.41 
It 20 95.96 n 21 100.66 
Oale. transit 
42.58 42.50 42.60 40.62 
47.30 47.22 47.01 45.21 
51.81 51.68 51.73 49.76 
' 62 56.40 56.32 54.50 
09 61.05 58.95 
65.62 65.95 63.50 
70.45 70.55 68.05 
74.98 75.18 72.70 
77.28 
81.89 
86.33 
91.04 
95.58 
100.24 
time' 4.612 4.^7 4.593 4.584 4.583 4.580 
temperatures, degawwts C. MHMMWHplBMriMaiMMBMHaaMNMMMMHHMMMMMMMMMMMInMMBMHIIIMM 
:2li5 -131.5 .161.5 -179 -167 
fhickness at 
28 degrees 0. .2818 .2801 .2801 .2801 .2801 .2818 
Pulse 1 12.95 10.43 10.61 10.48 10.35 8.32 
" 2 17.70 15.09 15.20 14.85 14.85 13.01 
22.22 19.75 19.80 19.62 19.44 17.62 
26,85 24.11 24.23 24.05 24.04 21.20 
31.51 28.83 28.67 28.58 28.39 26.6 
36.04 33.12 33*27 33.00 32.90 31.1 
40.66 37.75 37.90 37.62 37.62 35.78 
45.28 42.14 42.23 41.95 42.00 40.28 
9 49.91 46.78 46.63 46.5© 46.95 44.78 
10 5^.33 51.43 50.55 50.95 51.09 49.28 
11 58.96 55.89 55.36 55.49 55.62 53.84 
12 63.58 59.47 59.54 60.23 60.23 §8.34 
68.12 65.09 65.18 64.67 64.95 
14 72.74 69.72 70.14 69.48 67.5^8 
15 77.26 74.08 74.13 72.08 
86.32 8I.0J 
90,90 85.59 
19 95.57 90.09 
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Table 6 (continued) 
1 i g deicrees C. 
-83 -98.5 -131.5 -161.5 -179 -187 
jh;tlse 20 100.19 94.64 
21 99.18 
Oale. transit 
time 4.581 4.564 4,562 4.536 4.529 4.545 
Temperatures• decrees 0. 
-188 -189 
Thickness at 
28 degz^es C. 
Pulse 1 
n 
« 
h 
r 
It 
n 
ft 
h 
fl 
n 
h 
N 
If 
n 
ti 
h 
n 
ti 
h 
tt 
5 6 
9 
10 
11 
12 
li 
li 
1< 
1* 
11 
19 
20 
21 
Calc. transit 
time 
.2801 
10.30 
u.98 
19.% 
23.81 
29.30 
32.82 
t.53 2.00 
46.5^  
51.00 
55.62 60.18 
6^,90 
69.45 
73.86 
78.75 
fe.18 
87.90 
.2801 
10.35 
1^ .93 
19.% 
22.98 
28.48 
32.90 
37.32 
41.68 
46.50 
50.87 
64.77 
70.32 
74.20 
78.45 
82.76 
87.37 
4.526 4.519 
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Table 7. Echo axrival times In microseconds for a thorium 
single crystal of skew orientation. Shear made 
measurements with the x-axis of Y-cut quarts 
driver crystal parallel to the (Oil) plane of the 
sasqple . Sample thickness •> 0.2801 t 0.0001 inches 
at 28 degrees C. 
Temperatures* degrees C. 
Pulse number 98 90 
1 12.16 12.17 
2 22.99 22.81 
? 33 *68 33.59 4 44.77 45.05 
5 55.41 55.32 
Calc. transit 
tin» 10.785 10.752 
76 62 42 
12.08 12.08 12.16 11.94 
22.^ 22.69 22.64 22M 
33.46 
44.41 
33.38 
44.41 
33.17 
44.23 
33.12 
44.07 
54.86 54.77 54.64 54.50 
10.700 10.581 10.668 10.595 
Temperatures, degrees C. 
Pulse number 29 28.5^ 27.5 11.5 
1 
2 
Calc. 
time 
i 
9 
transit 
10.532 
12.00 
22.59 
33.02 
43.9^  
54.32 
11.72 
22.34 
33.18 
43.82 
54.45 
65.09 
76.00 
86.45 
97.18 
10.641 10.598 10,591 
3.0a -20 
11.64 11.52 
22.25 22.05 
33.00 32.59 
43.54 43.32 
54.00 §3-72 64.54 64.18 
75.00 Q^37 86.18 
90.28 95.45 
10.513 10.529 
Pulse number -'21^ •>27.5^ •'60 
TeiM>eratures. degrees C. 
•MMMHHiMailMaaMHMaMWNMHMMMMWMMMWMHaMIMMMMaMMMMlMMMMi 
*63* -84 
1 
2 
11.64 
22.07 
32.82 
43.18 
53.73 
11.60 
22.07 
32.64 
43.18 
53.5^  
11.54 
21.83 
32.39 
42.72 
53.17 53.09 
11.50 
21.78 -
32.21 3: 
42.80 4; 
53.03 
11.55 
21.78 
2.22 
2.58 
52.76 
^Salol couplant was used in place of Duco cement. 
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Table 7 (continued) 
^geaMperatures. deareea C« 
Pulae number -21^  -27*5^  -60 .63» -70 -84 
6 64.27 64.09 63.48 63.54 63.48 63.12 
*7 74.73 74.73 !?•§§ 74.09 73.71 8 te.27 84. w 84.28 83.^  
9 95.73 95.28 94.48 94.37 93.98 CaXo • transit 
time 10.500 10.483 10.412 10.477 10.408 10,361 
Temperatureg. degrees C. 
Pulse number -95 -123 -152 -178 
1 11.38 11.38 11.51 
2 21.^  21.52 21.56 
3 32.13 31.81 31.22 29.^  
4 42.41 42.08 41.90 41.45 
52.72 .^31 52.08 51.27 
6 63.12 62.62 62.22 62.30 
7 73.62 72.98 72.58 72.30 
0 83.80 82.98 82.90 
9 93.98 93.30 92.90 Calc. transit 
tlB»3 10.268 10.270 10.227 10.198 
98 
Table 8. Echo arrival titneB in microseconds for a thoriusi 
single crystal of skew orientation. Shear made 
measurements with the x-axis at the Y-^ut quarts 
driver crystal pex^ndicular to the (Oil) plane of 
the sample. Sample thickness «» 0.2801 ± 0.0001 
inches at 28 degrees G. 
Temperatures, degrees C. 
Pulse number 98 li 63.5 52 •••paflMMWHMMHMaMMMMHi 2sl 
1 
2 
i 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Calc. transit 
time 
!ii 
26.3^  
nil 
51.36 
59.55 
68.09 
76.32 
w.63 
92.96 
101.26 
9.53 18.06 
26.14 
4.43 
2.86 
50.05 
59.22 67.60 
m 
92.46 
100.63 
9.61 
17.75 
26.16 
34.36 
fe.72 
50.91 
59.09 
67.40 
75.68 
83.96 
92*20 
100.36 
9.65 
18.01 
26.22 
34,45 
42.64 
50.91 
59.08 
67.36 
p. §5 83.82 
92.09 
100.36 
9.48 
17.82 
26.02 
34.35 
42.59 
50.77 
.^95 
67.18 11'^ 
91.73 
100.09 
9.53 
17.92 
26.01 
34.21 
42.36 
50.64 
58.82 
67.00 
91.64 
100.09 
8.324 8.278 8.255 8.248 8.229 8.207 
Temperatures. degrees C. 
guise number 27.5 -8 -88 
1 
2 
i I 
9 
10 
ii 
12 
Calc. transit 
time 
9.22 
17.48 
25.53 
33.89 
41,95 
50.18 
58.23 
66,47 
74.62 
82.76 
90.91 
99.15 
9.22 
17.48 
25.53 -
33.62 3 
42.02 4: 
49.82 
57.96 66.02 
74.17 
.^40 
90.45 
99.68 
9.22 
17.48 
25.89 
3.80 
2.04 
50.18 
li*^ 8 
74! 12 
82.67 
90.91 
99.15 
33.35 3 
41.36 4 
9.22 
17.21 
25.36 
5  
a   
49.38 
57.42 
65.47 
89.73 
97.fe 
9.22 
17.39 
25.36 3.44 
1.45 
49.38 
57.42 
65.47 
r3.52 
'"4 97.78 
89. 
8.148 8.095 8.145 8.093 8.025 8.024 
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fable 8 (contlniMtd) 
yemperatures» degrees C, 
Pulse nuaaber -117 -l^S «171 ^190 -196 
1 
2 
I I 
9 
10 
II 
12 
Calc* transit 
time 
9.22 
17.21 
25.27 
33.17 
41.22 
49.10 
57.06 
65.02 
73.08 
80.95 88.82 
96.87 
9.22 
17.17 
25.18 
33.03 
40.95 
48.82 
72.72 |g'59 
88.55 
96.70 
9.22 
16.95 
25.00 
32.85 
40.68 
^8.55 £•» 
4I3O 
72.17 
^.05 
87.87 
95.79 
9.22 
17.21 
25.00 
32,85 
40.72 
48.45 
^.33 
64.21 
72.04 
9.91 
.73 
95.70 
9.22 
17.12 
24,96 
t6.29 4,07 
71.99 
I?:l 
95.70 
7.965 7.937 7.952 7.939 7.933 
withm 0.0001 inch of parallelism. Ti» quarts transducers used 
were one-half inch square, 10 megacycle quartz crystals, silver-
plated on one side, 
1!he arrival times presented in the tables were calculated 
from the sweep delay dial readings of the leading edges of the 
echos and of the 10 microsecond timing mazicers. The first 
observed marker was considered to have occurred 10 microseconds 
after the initial pulse reached the quartz transducer axul each 
following mazier, 10 microseconds after the preceding one. 
Echo arrival times were determined by linearly interpolating 
echo readings from the nearest marker readix^s. 
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A slow drift in the zero setting of the sweep delay cir­
cuit occurred, but since it was recalibrated within a minute 
after each set of echos was measured it did not affect the 
accuracy of the nwasurements. However, this drift was evident 
in that for a given temperature the data would fit an equation 
of the form y » mx • b, but tlw intezHsept, b, would not 
necessarily be the sai^ as in other runs* 
OSie slope of a plot of echo axrival times versus echo 
number was taken as the apparent transit time of the sound pulse 
per round trip through the san^le* Since slopes for a large 
nujid^er of runs were required, a study was made to see whether a 
shorter method than a least squares treatment could be found. 
A graphical method was adopted that seemed to give results 
comparable to the least squares treatment, for exaa^le, the 
least squares slope for ^e longitudinal measurement at 128.3 
degrees 0« was 4.684 microseconds, as compared to a value of 
4*686 microseccmds by the graphical method, 
graphical method was used exclusively on the rest of 
the pulse«eoho data* It consisted of picking a reference line 
close to the line defined by the data, and plotting differences 
between this line and the individual arrival times versus 
pulse number* A line was drawn by inspection throu^ the 
points in this plot axid its slope calculated. transit 
time then was equal to the algebraic sum of the slopes of the 
reference lin« and the constructed line. 
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In order to calculate velocities from pulse-«cho data, 
corrections must be made to tbue measured transit times« liie 
method employed here is to use the stiffness coefficient, Q, 
at one te:a|>erature for th& 111 direction from resonance 
data. Q is a function of Cxi# ^la C44 as expressed by 
the equation! 
Cii + 2Ci# + ^44 Q ^ , 
For the asm temperature, the perturbation equations discussed 
in Seoti(m III are solved for the three elastic constants, 
using no correction for transit time, and a calculated Q is 
obtained* The difference between the Q determined by the 
resonance method and tto calculated Q is proportioned between 
the elastic constants as a constant percentage correction. 
corrected constants are substituted in the i^rturbation 
equations and apparent transit times are calculated, The 
differences between t]:»8e times and the measured times are 
used as corrections for the rest of the measurei^nts. 
Transit time corrections were evaluated at 28 degrees C. 
and checli^ by solving tbe perturbation equations at 4>7D de­
grees 0. and -50 degrees C. using corrected transit tisms. 
Calculated values of Q at t^ese two ten^ratux^s were within 
0.20 per cent of those given by the resonance method as shown 
in Figure 16. ^e values of the correction terms mve 0.045 
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microseconds for the longitudinal mea8\u*ements leading to the 
calculation of Vx» 0.106 microseconds for the slMsar measurements 
leading to the calculation of Va» and 0.081 microsecoMs for 
the shear measurements leading to the calculation of v^. Table 
9 presents the velocity calculations using these corrections« 
and Figures 26, 2? and 28 show tl^se data plotted versus 
tesqjerature. Figure 26 is a plot of the velocity of the longi­
tudinal mode. Figure 27 is a plot of ttui velocity of the shear 
mode polarised parallel to the (Oil) plane of the san^le* and 
Figure 28 is a plot of the velocity of the shear mode polarized 
perpendicular to the (Oil) plane. Curves were drawn by 
inspection to fit these data. Values were picked frc»a the 
curves at intervals and used to calculate elastic ccmstants 
by the iteration solution of the perturbation equations. !Rie 
results of these calculations are shovm in Table 10 and 
presented in grax^ical form in Figures 29« 30 and 31* Table 
10 also shows the excellent agreement between the values of Q 
calculated from the elastic constants obtained from pulse-echo 
measurements and those measured by the resonance technique 
on the [111] oriented crystal. 
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Table 9* Calculated sound velocities frcun pulseoeoho data. 
Corrections for couplant ares Tva » •^*081 microseconds 
Tva - •0.106 •• 
Tvx " -0.0^5 " 
T9W^, 
degrees 
C. 
Transit 
tisoe 
microsec. 
Corrected 
transit 
tine 
microsec. 
I^ckness jUiches Velocity csv/sec X 10"® 
98 
n 
63 < 
29 
27-
. I 
. 52 
- P" 
- 88 
-117 
^148 
-171 
-I90 
-196 
98 
90 
It 
53.5 
42 
li.s 
27.5 
11.5 
8.324 
8.278 
8*229 
8.207 
8.U8 
till 
8.093 
8.025 
8*024 
7.965 
7.937 
7.952 
7.939 
7.933 
10.785 
10.752 
10.700 
10.^1 
10.668 
10.595 
10.632 
10.641 
10.598 
10.591 
8.243 
8.197 
8.174 
8.167 
8.148 
8*126 
8.067 
8.014 
8.064 
8.012 
7.944 
m 
7.856 
7.858 
7.852 
10.646 
10.594 
10.51 
10.' 
10. 
10.1 
10.535 
10.492 
10.485 
.2803 
.2803 
.2802 
.2802 
.2802 
.2801 
.2801 
.2800 
.2800 
.2799 
.2798 
,2797 
.2797 
.2796 
.2795 
.2794 
.2794 
.2803 
.2803 
.2803 
.2802 
.2802 
.2802 
.2801 
.2801 
.2801 
.2800 
1.727 I'Ml 
1.743 
1.747 
1.751 
1.764 IM 
1.775 
1.789 
I.B02 
1.808 
1.804 
1.806 
1.808 
1.333 
1.338 
1.344 
1.346 
1.348 
1.357 
1.352 
1.351 
1.356 
1.357 
®Shear mode polarised perpendicular to the [111] - [lOO] 
direction on sample face. 
^Shear mode polarized parallel to the [111] - IlOOj 
direction on sample face. 
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fable 9 (continued) 
femp. I^ansit 
degrees tii»e» 
Itode C* siiorosec. 
Corrected 
transit 
time 
raiorosec. 
thickness 
inches 
Velocity 
cBv/sec X 10"® 
3 
20 
21 
27.5 
60 
63 
- 95 
-123 
-152 
-178 
L2^ 
10.513 
10.529 
10.500 
10.483 
10.412 
10.477 
10.408 
10.361 
10.268 
10.270 
10.227 
10.198 
4.684 
4.651 
4.622 
4.630 
4.602 
4.596 
4.612 
4.597 im 
4.583 
4.580 
4.581 
4.564 
4.562 
4.536 
4.529 
4.5^5 
4.526 
4.519 
10.407 
10.423 
10.39* 
10.377 
10.306 
10,371 
10.302 
10.2^ 
10.162 
10.164 
10.121 
10.092 
4.639 
4.606 
4.585 
^557 
4.551 
4.567 
4.552 
4.548 
4.539 
4.538 
4.535 
4.536 
^519 
4.484 
4.500 
4.481 
4.474 
.2800 
.2800 
.2800 
.2799 
.2798 
.2798 
.2798 
.2798 
.2797 
.2790 
.2795 
.2795 
.2621 
.2820 
.2818 
.2818 
.2801 
.2800 
.2^0 
.2817 
.2799 
.2799 
.2798 
.2815 
.2815 
.2797 
.2796 
.2795 
.2795 
.2811 
.2794 
.2794 
1.367 
1.365 
1.369 
1.370 
1.379 
i.3n 
1.380 
1.386 
1.398 
1.398 
1.403 
1.407 
3.089 
3.110 
3.128 
3.122 
3.123 
3.126 
3.115 
3.144 
3*126 
3.133 
3.132 
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Figure 26. Measured longitudinal velocity for a slcew direction in 
a ^orium single crystal versus ten^rature. Hie 
cosines of the direction are li «• 0.80992. mi «> 0*401233 
and ni « 0.427832 
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fable 10. Elastic constant calculations from pulso-echo 
data. All valuas given in units of 10*^^^ 
dyne-cm"* 
^mp. 
degrees K. 
Elastic constants 
®11 ®Xa 
Stifflfiess coef. [1133 
• WBT cent 
S^ulse^ ^s" <^ifforenoe b 
0 
80 
100 
120 
140 
160 
180 
200 
220 
240 
260 
280 
300 
320 
340 
360 
380 
7.8 
7.770 
7.755 
7.740 
7.720 
7.700 
7.675 
7.655 
7.620 
7.605 
7.580 
7.560 
7.530 
7.510 
7.480 
7.455 
7.430 
4.8 
4.820 
3.820 
4.825 
4.830 
4.835 
4.840 
4.845 
4.855 
4.860 
4.870 
4.880 
4.^0 
4.905 
4.915 
4.925 
4.940 
5.15 
5.110 
5.095 
5.075 
5.050 
5.020 
4.990 
4.960 
4.930 
4.890 
4.855 
4.820 
4.780 
4.745 
4.705 
4.665 
4.625 
12.67 
12.62 
12.59 
12.56 
12.1 
12. 
12.44 
12.40 
12.35 
12.30 
12.25 
12.20 
12.14 
12.10 
12.04 
11.99 
11.94 
12.65 
12.60 
12.55 
12.^ 
12.46 
12.41 
12.37 
12.32 
12.28 
12.23 
12.18 
12.14 
12, 
12. 
40.24 
•10.08 
-0.08 
-0.16 
-0.l6 
-0.24 
-0.24 
-0.24 
-0.16 
-0.16 
-0.15 0.00 
—0.08 
0.00 
^^ulse 
'11 + 2cia 4c 44 
'^res 4fy»t« from resonance measurements. 
Figure 29. Plot of elastic e<^stantf thorium versus 
tesoperature« from data in Table 10 
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VII, DISCUSSION 
Ihe rallies of the elastic constants in Table 10 have been 
reported to 0.005 dyne->001* to indicate the smoothness of the 
data and not as an indication of the accuracy of the measure­
ments. A statement of the accuracy of these constants must be 
based on the agreement between the two independent methods 
used# as well as an accounting of the systematic errors for 
each method. 
^Qie resonance measurements produced values of the stiffness 
coefficient, Q[xi^ * indicates a slight drift toward 
lower values of Q with decreasing teB$>eratiu:*e, when ethyl 
alcohol was used as the medium. Conq^arison with values of 
^[lll] fr<»n the pulse-echo data shows that this 
drift is a systematic error. 13ie point obtained using liquid 
nitrogen agrees within 0.24 per cent of pulse-echo data, indi­
cating the curve shown in Figure 16 is the correct interpreta­
tion of tl» data. 
The en^irical resonance equation has been successful in 
correlating resonance data cm copper single crystals. The 
agreement betvreen the room temperature value of Cn for copper 
and the value reported by Overton and Qaffney (18) was within 
0.1 per cent* Since tlMt Bwasurements of Overton and Qaffney 
appear to be very accurate, this agx^ement indicates that 
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the eo^^irieal equation is precise for the smaller values of the 
phase shift term« fK/n, 
^e total of the systematic errors in the resonance swthod 
other than those arising from the use of the eiqpirical equation 
would indicate a maximum uncertainty in the measurement of 
^[111] thorium of 0.8 per cent, fhis calculation is based 
on« 
1. A possible error in density ^asurement equal to the 
difference between the measured and theoretical or x-ray 
density. Siis error is 0.03 g-cm"^. 
2. A limit of 0.0001 inch on the precision to i^ich th& 
sample thickness could be determined. 
3. A liiiiit of 300 cycles on the precision of t^e final 
resonance velocity calculations. 
The systematic errors in the pulse-echo measurements are 
in sanqiJle thickness measurement, cilice of density« total 
transit time evaluation and the transit time correction. The 
total of the systematic errors other than transit time places 
a maximum tincertainty on tiat values of /)v' of 0.6 per cent. 
Tim transit tim correction is by far the largest source of 
uncertainty. If this correction were not applied the z^sulting 
values of /)V* would be as much as 6 per cent different from 
the corrected values. 
Once this correction was applied at one tem{>erature by 
conparison with the x^sonance value of Q{^xil] ' maximum 
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difference between the resonance and pulse-^cho Q values at 
any temperature was only 0.2^ per cent, ^ function 
of all three constants. I^refore It seems probable that the 
maximum error in each elastic constant trm the uncertainty in 
the transit time correction is less than 0*24 per cent. 
An apparent discrepancy was obsez*ved in the solution of 
the perturbation Squations IX. The resulting values of c^x* 
0x8 <^44 several teiiqperatures were substituted in the 
secular equation and this equation solved for values of 
/>Vi®, /DVg* and /»v®®. The answers for/>Vx* and /)V#* were within 
0*1 per cent of the original values used in the perturbation 
solution« but the value for/iva* was consistently about 0.3 
per cent different. There are two possible reasons for this 
discrepancy* One is that the perturbation solution is only an 
appro3cimatlon and more terras would need to be added to the 
Equations IX to get a more exact solution. The other reason 
could be that the secular equation for /'Ve'' is partlcuilarly 
sensitive to tYm nunAier of sig^ifioant figures carried along 
throughout the solution. However, at least five significant 
figures were carried at all times. 
In the light of the above discussion« it would seem reason­
able to assunw that the maximum uncertainty in the reported 
elastic constamits is one per centj, and that the probable error 
is closer to 0*5 pe^r cent. 
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Caparison of the elastic constants with elastic properties 
of the polycrystalline laaterial is not possible to a high 
degree of accuracy except in the case of compressibility. 'Shia 
is a volume dependent property and should be the same for both 
polycrystalline metal and single crystals. 
Table 11 shows the calculated compressibility for a series 
of tei^ratures. ®ie room ten^rature value of 17.3 x 10*"^® 
cra'-Kiyne"^ can be con^ared to a value of 16,4 x lO"^* cra^-dyne"^ 
tvm fable 1# measured ultrasonically on polycrystalline 
thorium, and 18.5 x 10"^® cm^-dyne""^ calculated from data by 
Bridgman (3^)* 
Table 11 also shows values of the anisotropy factor. This 
factor is unity for an isotropic material, and is usually be­
tween one and ten for metals. 
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Table 11. femperature dependenoe of tkm anlsotropy factor 
and coQqpressibillty as calculated frcMoi the elastic 
constants reported in Table 10 
Itoperature 
degrees C. 
Anlsotropy 
factor 
2C44 
' ®1<I 
Coapressibility 
Gil + 2cia ^ 
0 3»4® 17.2 
80 3.46 17.2 
100 3.47 17.3 
120 3.48 17.3 
140 3.49 17.3 
160 3.50 17.3 
180 3.52 17.3 
200 3.53 17.3 
220 3.55 17.3 
240 17.3 
260 17.3 
280 3^60 17.3 
300 3.62 17.3 
320 3.64 17.3 
3^ 3.67 17.3 
360 3.69 17.3 
380 3.71 17.3 
^Extrapolated value. 
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VIII. SUMMARY 
Valixes for the elastic constants c^i* c^i.^ and C44 of 
thorium i«ere determined over the ten^rature range from 80 to 
370 degrees K. by ultrasonic s^asurements on single crystals. 
Two crystals were prepax^d by the strain anneal method. One 
crystal was out in the form of a circular plate about 0.7 
inches in diameter and 0.06 inches thick. Tkm [llll direction 
of tl:^ crystal was perpendicular to the sample face. Measure­
ments on this crystal with a resonance technique produced 
values for the stiffness coefficient in the [Xlll direction. 
This stiffness coefficient is a function of all three elastic 
constants t 
^ _ Oj. 1  •¥ 2Cia + ^^44 
^Cll]Q - — . 
'ShB other crystal was in the form of a plate 0.28 inches 
thick0.3 inches wide and 1.0 inch long. The direction 
perpendicular to the 0.3 by 1.0 inch face was found to lie be­
tween tlw Cm] and [lOO] directions and close to the (Oil) 
plane by the back reflection Laue x-ray method. The cosines 
of this direction were determined. Measurements of the 
velocities of the longitudinal node and tiMi two shear modes 
that could be propagated in this direction were obtained by 
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the ultrasonic pulse->echo technique* Trial values for the 
elastic constants were calculated from the diii^ction cosines 
and the velocity measureBients, using a perturbation solution 
of the eqiiations of motion in a skew direction, as outlined by 
Neighbours and Smith (29}« These elastic constants mre used 
to calculate values for the stiffness coefficient in the [ill] 
direction. These values were G<»ii|>ared with the results ob­
tained from the resonance method, ^nie differences were assumed 
to be caused by systematic transit time errors in the pulse-
echo method. Allowance for these systematic errors was made by 
a^PP^y^Lng small corrections to the measured echo transit times, 
in proportion to the magnitudes of the times. T}!mi corrected 
transit tijaies were used to calculate velocities from which 
values were obtained for the elastic constants. At 300 degrees 
K., cxx 7»53 X 10^^ dyne-cm""®, Cj., •» 4.89 * 10^^ dyne-cm*® 
and C44 «• 4.78 X 10^^ dyne-cm"®. Tl» maximum uncertainty in 
these values is about one iM»r cent, A value of coa^ressibility 
of 17.3 X 10*"^® cm®-dyne'"^ and a value of the anisotropy 
3.62 were calciilated from the elastic 
constants. 
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